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In the not-so-distant future, AI is set to redefine learning, knowledge management, and 

communication. Picture a world where AI-driven educators are not bound by traditional 

teaching methods but instead craft personalized learning experiences tailored to the 

unique needs of each individual. Envision a reality where data analytics, powered 

by the formidable capabilities of AI, unearth insights and knowledge that were once 

hidden in the vast sea of information. 

In this future, AI goes beyond science fiction, seamlessly connecting learners and 
knowledge seekers to endless AI-driven possibilities.

In this future, AI isn’t just a tool but a catalyst for knowledge discovery and organization. 

The ITCILO AI Forum is your gateway to this extraordinary future.

Join us at the premier event dedicated to exploring the dynamic of artificial intelligence 

(AI) and various aspects of learning, including L&D, communication, knowledge 

management, and more. The ITCILO AI Forum brings together leading AI experts, 

innovators, and organizations to envision and shape this future.

With our previous successful events, the innovation day and the launch of the 

masterclass on AI,  we have gained insights from leading AI experts and are now 

gearing up for an even larger and more impactful gathering.

This year, we’re excited to introduce a new element to the forum: tailored AI challenges 
brought forth by partnering organizations. These challenges are designed to address 
specific goals, expertise, and challenges in the realm of AI and learning.

To facilitate this process, we have compiled a list of pressing questions on AI, which 

can serve as a solid foundation for building your own challenge. These questions cover 

a wide range of topics and can provide valuable insights into areas where AI can make 

a significant impact.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
• Partner organizations will have the opportunity to send a group of participants to 

the forum.

• These participants will work together throughout the three days to tackle the 

presented challenge through a full design iteration process.

• While engaging in this challenge, participants will also benefit from interactions 

with other partner groups, inspirational speakers, and networking opportunities.

• By the end of the forum, each partner group will have developed tangible solutions 

or strategies to address their specific AI challenge.

Through collaboration, inspiration from speakers, and networking opportunities, 

participants will develop tangible solutions or strategies to address their specific AI 
challenge.

https://www.itcilo.org/stories/exploring-ais-impact-human-resources-and-learning-development
https://www.itcilo.org/training/masterclass/artificial-intelligence
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nr4s80Gx1umCWlGR8h7Z-geCz6lgkq2xdFTt4t3Ps-s/edit?usp=drive_link
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Don’t miss your chance to be part of this transformative experience. 

Join us at the ITCILO AI Forum 2024 and shape the future of learning with AI. Register 

now to secure your spot and unlock endless possibilities.

WHAT DO WE WANT TO DO?
• Facilitate the exploration and implementation of practical solutions spanning 

from AI applications to policy-oriented strategies.

• Leverage a design thinking approach to ensure solutions cater to the needs of 

organizations effectively.

• Provide a platform where participants, speakers, and organizations collaborate to 

tackle tailored AI challenges.

• Enable cross-pollination of ideas among experts and AI enthusiasts to foster 

innovation and creativity.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN?
• Participants will engage in intensive design thinking workshops over three days, 

focusing on their specific AI challenge.

• Networking opportunities will abound, allowing participants to connect with 

experts and enthusiasts from various fields.

• The forum will serve as a melting pot of ideas, fostering cross-pollination and 
collaboration among participants.

• Inspirational speakers will provide insights and guidance throughout the event, 

enhancing the problem-solving process and driving innovation.

Get ready to discover innovative solutions that address the challenges of today and 

shape the future of tomorrow.


